PERFORM
DUSTBINDER

1

5 litre pack
Item code: 02-504E
3 x 5 litres per carton
48 x 3 x 5 litres per pallet (720 litres)
25 litre canister Item code: 02-505E
24 x 25 litres per pallet (600 litres)

Unpigmented waterbased ﬂoor sealer that
protects against dustiness, wear and soling.

Perform Dustbinder 1 is an unpigmented
water-based floor treatment agent (sealer),
which is designed primarily as a protective
agent for porous concrete floors, but also for
other porous floors and surfaces of art
concrete, brick, slate, terrazzo (terrazzo) etc.

Perform Dustbinder 1 is an transparent
water-based floor treatment agent (sealer), which is
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for concrete floors, but also for other porous floors and
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surfaces of with bricks, slate, terrazzo
etc. Perform Dustbinder 1 protects against dustiness, wear
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and soiling. It penetrates into the surface
layer and provides, after it hardened, a silky smooth
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and cleanable surface.
Surface will be dry after approx. 60 minutes, can withstand light traffic after 24 hours and heavy
traffic after 72 hours. Covering about 20 -30 m² per litre for one layer.
Floors with underfloor
heating must the heatting be turned off at least 24 hours prior to application and be off 24 hours
after treatment.Newly cast concrete must cure at least 30 days before it can be treated. Cement
skin should be removed. Flat and polished surfaces must be cleaned with an approprite cleaning
machine and cleaning agent to remove dirt and oil residues before application.
pH in concentrate ~ 7.0 Store frost-free.
How to use:
Dilute 1:1 with water when doing the first treatment and in concentrate for the second treatment.
Apply with a roller or a squeegee.
MSDS is available for professional user on our website: www.ajourtrading.com
This product is produced in Sweden.
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Maintenance products for professional use.
The series sold sold by our resellers. Go to our website
for more information about our products and
where to buy them.
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